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ABSTRACT

Location privacy protection in VANETs considers preserving two types of information: the locations and identifications
of users. However, existing solutions which either replaceidentifications by pseudonyms or hide locations in areas cannot
be directly applied to geographic routing protocols since they degrade network performance. To address this issue, we
proposed a location-preserved contention (LPC) based routing protocol, in which greedy forwarding is achieved using
dummy DODs (distance to the destination) information instead of users’ true locations. Unlike the contention based
forwarding (CBF) protocol, the number of duplicated responses in LPC can be reduced by adjusting the parameterα,
which is a timer scaling factor. To quantify the efficiency oflocation privacy protection, an entropy based analytical method
is proposed. LPC is compared with existing routing and location privacy protection protocols in simulations. Results show
that LPC provides 11.7% better network performance and a higher level of location privacy protection than the second best
protocol. Copyrightc© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of wireless technologies has spurred a
new era of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) which
enables drivers to avoid accidents by exchanging safety-
related information among one another. However, a driver
has to share certain information such as location and
identification, with its neighbors, to achieve efficient
routing. Given such information being released, location
privacy becomes a big concern in vehicular networks [1, 2,
3].

Location privacy in VANETs can be defined as follows:
a certain user’s current or historical locations should
not be revealed to unauthorized people. This definition
includes the protections of two types of information:
identification and location of a user. By using randomly
changed pseudonyms in [4], a user’s identification can be
preserved. On the other hand, [5, 6, 7] hide a user into an
area to protect its location information. However, all the
above-mentioned protocols sacrifice network performance
to achieve location privacy protections [8]. A challenging
issue is: how to protection location privacy without
compromising network performance.

We propose a location-preserved contention (LPC)
based routing protocol which protects user’s location
privacy by 1) completely hiding identification and 2)
utilizing dummies to substitute true locations. To avoid
periodically broadcasting the information of identification
and location [9, 10, 11], we adopt the contention based
forwarding scheme in which only nodes participating in
routing share information between each others. For those
nodes on routing paths, dummy distance to destination
(DOD) and pseudonyms are used to protect every
packet forwarder’s location and receiver’s identification,
respectively. The dummy DOD should be carefully chosen
so that a user’s true location is preserved and the
geographic routing goals are achieved. To measure how
well the location privacy is protected in LPC, we proposed
an entropy based analytical model. It gives the entropy (or
hardness) required for an adversary to attack the location
privacy of all users in networks.

The network and location privacy protection perfor-
mance of LPC are compared with existing solutions, e.g.
GPSR [9] and CBF [10]. Simulations results show that
LPC provides a better network performance than other
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routing protocols. Besides, we also discover LPC achieves
a higher level of location privacy protection than others.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section2
discusses currently available geographic routing and
location privacy protection protocols in VANETs. In
Section3, we describe the motivation and threat model
of location privacy protection in VANETs. In Section4
and5, the detailed design of LPC and the entropy based
analytical model are presented, respectively. Section6
gives the simulation results and Section7 concludes our
work.

2. RELATED WORK

By exploiting location information, geographic routing
provides [12, 13] superior scalability and robustness
compared to traditional routing protocols in VANETs.
However, location information shared among nodes will
compromise user’s location privacy. Although there are
several location privacy protection protocols [6, 7, 5], they
cannot be directly applied to existing routing protocols
since they would degrade network performance. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply location
privacy protection to geographic routing protocols without
sacrificing network performance.

2.1. Geographic Routing in VANET

Since GPS devices are becoming standard components
in future vehicles, geographic routing has become more
popular in VANETs such as [9, 10, 12, 14]. Most
existing geographic routing protocols are based on Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [9]. In GPSR, a
node selects from its neighbors the next hop which is
closest to the destination. This process is called greedy
forwarding which is the most commonly used geographic
routing. To achieve routing goals, GPSR requires vehicles
to periodically broadcast their locations and identifications
to their one-hop neighbors. Therefore, the location privacy
of vehicles are not protected in GPSR.

There is another type of geographic routing [10,
15, 16, 17] in which every next-hop node is elected
through competitions. All these protocols are based on
the contention based forwarding (CBF) [10]. In CBF, the
current packet forwarder broadcasts a request-to-forward
(RTF) packet with its location to its neighbors. After
receiving the RTF, every neighbor computes its distance
advance (i.e. the distance that it will advance) to the
destination. Then, it sets a timer according to its distance
advance. The node which is the closest to the destination
has the smallest timer. So it will be the first to time
out and be elected as the next hop by sending a clear-
to-forward (CTF) packet with its identification. Finally,
the data packet is forwarded to the next hop. In CBF-
based routing protocols, the identification and location
information of those involved in routing are not protected.

Some geographic routing protocols do not need node’s
exact location information instead of relative location
information [18]. However, relative location computation
is needed which takes time. Such overhead can not be
ignored in VANETs as the relative position of vehicles
need to be updated frequently.

2.2. Location Privacy Protection in VANETs

The location privacy issue in VANETs is brought out
in [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. To address this issue, several
work are proposed [25, 26, 27]. However, none of them
provides a detailed analysis about how their protocols will
affect network performance.

Location privacy protection can be achieved in two
different ways: hiding the information of who sends the
data or where the data come from. In the first case,
pseudonyms of nodes are periodically changed, so an
adversary cannot attack users’ identities, and thus location
privacy is protected [4, ?, 23, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31]. However,
changing identifiers has detrimental effects on routing
efficiency and increases packet loss as shown in [8].

In the second case, a node’s location is hidden in an area
or a set of dummies. For instance, a node is considered
residing in a rectangle or circle in which there are other
k − 1 nodes [5]. Similarly, dummy-based location privacy
protection algorithms are proposed in [6, 7]. In [6], a
node randomly generates several false position data with
one that contains the true position. In [7], the authors
hide a user’s real location in a set of dummy positions
which are deliberately generated according to either virtual
grids or circles. Because an adversary cannot distinguish a
node from otherk − 1 nodes [5] or from dummies [6, 7],
location privacy is protected. However, none of these
approaches can be applied directly to geographic routing
protocols because network performance will be drastically
decreased.

In summary, to achieve an efficient geographic routing
in VANETs, both identification and location are important.
The approaches of location privacy protection proposed
in application layers cannot be directly applied in
routing protocols. Thefore, it is non-trivial to explore the
possibility of applying location privacy protection without
sacrificing network performance. In LPC, we address
the location privacy issue in VANETs by 1) replacing a
user’s location with a dummy DOD during 2) generating
pseudonyms to preserve a user’s identification.

3. MOTIVATION AND THREAT MODEL

Geographic routing in VANETs can facilitate the release
of vehicle’s location information. Because location and
identity data are shared among neighbors in geographic
routing protocols [9, 10, 11], attackers can easily eavesdrop
and track the movements of vehicles. This causes the
leakage of a driver’s privacy, e.g. a patient at an AIDS
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testing clinic might not want his or her movements (or even
evidence of a visit) revealed to others.

3.1. Adversary

The objective of location privacy attack is to create a
service (e.g. database or website) which allows querying
a user’s historical location information. For example, the
service can answer “where was vehicle DS5478 on Mon.
around 11:00 AM”. To achieve this goal, an adversary
need to constantly collect tuples containing time instances,
identifications, and the locations of nodes.

In reality, the adversary possibly builds up such
database by passively listening to packets transmitted in
geographic routing protocols, e.g. GPSR [9] which release
both identification and location information of nodes.
The adversary may be external, which installs its own
wireless receivers along roads and passively eavesdrops
on communication messages. For instance, by exploiting
already deployed 802.11 infrastructures, it is possible to
build a global adversary which eavesdrops on the entire
network [32, 33]. The attackers can also be internal,
which utilizes devices that are legitimate members in
VANETs. These malicious nodes passively collects data
transmitted among neighboring nodes. To build the above-
mentioned database, huge amount of malicious node are
needed. Therefore, it is cheaper and easier to implement
the external adversary (infrastructures). In this article, we
assume a global external adversary in VANETs.

To avoid location information being recorded by the
adversary node, the proposed protocol LPC does not
release any true location and ID data. However, if the
adversary node is powerful enough, it can still identify
or localize a node. The problem is: it is too expensive to
enable the global adversary to have such ability. In the
next section, we will discuss about how the adversary node
identifies or localizes nodes in networks.

3.2. Fingerprinting and Localization

In this paper, although LPC preserves identifications in
the network layer by using pseudonyms, the adversary can
detect IDs from other layers. For example, network nodes
can be identified by their physical (PHY) fingerprints [34,
35, 36]. Similarly, the adversary may use localization
algorithms [37, 38] to find user’s location data. However, a
MAC address can be easily changed or cloned by software.
Therefore, it is difficult for the adversary to distinguish
faked MAC address from others.

It may be easier for the adversary node to identify
a node by discovering wireless device fingerprints.
Fingerprinting technique is based on the assumption
that subtle differences of manufacturing and hardware
components can create unique signaling characteristics in
wireless devices. In [34], the authors present a technique to
identify wireless nodes based on the unique analog signal
characteristics. Although the results of fingerprinting
wireless devices are significant, [34] requires expensive
hardware. Considering a nodes’s clock skew, a technique

is presented in [35] which uses slight drifts in a device
clock to identify a wireless device via its unique clock
skew. Similarly, other fingerprinting methods [36, 39] are
proposed to identify nodes by analyzing the characteristic
of wireless radio signals.

According to [37], there are numerous localization
algorithms for wireless networks. In most IEEE 802.11
networks, received signal strength indicator (RSSI) can be
used to estimate the location of a mobile station (STA).
If antenna arrays are installed on the adversary node,
localizing a mobile node can be solved by angle of arrival
(AOA) method [40]. Based on time of arrival (TOA) and
time difference of arrival (TDOA), many other localization
algorithms are proposed [38, 41].

Using specially designed hardware, the location of a
mobile station can be accurately measured [38]. In [38],
silicon and firmware modifications are made, experiment
results show the accuracy of localization is significantly
improved. Localization can also be made by software such
as [41]. In [41], packet sequences and a listening node are
used to measure the distance between a STA and an AP.

Currently, it is possible for an adversary to identify and
localize nodes through advance technologies. However,
these new techniques either requires special hardware
or sophisticated software to process huge amount of
data. In other words, it is expensive (almost impossible)
to apply them to all adversary infrastructures in the
networks. In Section5, we model the difficulty of applying
identification and localization functions to the adversaryas
DI andDL, respectively.

4. LOCATION-PRESERVED
CONTENTION (LPC) BASED
ROUTING

There are four major differences between LPC and
contention based forwarding (CBF), which makes LPC a
unique routing protocol. First, the greedy forwarding in
LPC is achieved by using a sender’s dummy DOD instead
of its true location. Second, buffers are used to avoid
duplicated RTF, CTF and data packets. Third, the number
of duplicated responses in LPC is reduced by adjusting the
parameterα. Fourth, LPC provides better location privacy
protection than CBF.

4.1. Exchange of Control Messages

Before a data packet is transmitted, the current packet
forwarder sends a request-to-forward (RTF) message. In
this message, the sender provides a dummy DOD (not real
DOD). Then, an elected next hop sends a pseudonym (not
tru e ID) in its clear-to-forward (CTF) message. Finally,
the data packet is transmitted from the current packet
forwarder to the next hop. This process is different from
the active selection in CBF (so-called CBF-AS) because
LPC neither releases the forwarder’s location nor the next
hop’s identification.
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Figure 1. Dummy DOD based RTF/CTF exchange among
vehicles

As shown in Figure1, suppose nodei received
(from nodem) a packet with sequence numberseq and
destinationLdest. Before forwarding the packet, node
i broadcasts a RTF message containing the tuple<
seq, xi, Ldest > where xi denotes nodei’s distance to
destination (DOD). To illustrate the basic idea of greedy
forwarding, we currently do not use the dummy DOD
which will be introduced later.

When a neighbor (e.g. nodek) receives the RTF, it
checks if the packet was received before by comparing its
seq. If there is a cache hit, nodek drops the RTF because it
is a duplicated request. Otherwise, nodek saves this RTF
and sets up a timer. The value of nodek’s timer is:

f(xk) = T
“

1 −
xi − xk

R

”

(1)

wherexk is nodek’s DOD, T is the maximal one-hop
forwarding delay, andR is the communication range.
xi − xk indicates the distance advance (to the destination)
of nodek compare to nodei.

According to Equation1, the value of the timer on each
node is proportional to its DOD. Therefore, the timer on
the node which is the closest to the destination will first
time out. As shown in Figure1, nodej first times out and
sends a CTF message including< seq, pseudonym >
wherepseudonym is an ID randomly chosen byj . When
the CTF is received, nodei immediately sends nodej the
data containing< pseudonym >. Then, nodej checks
the pseudonym in the data. If it is the same as what it
sent out previously, the packet is delivered; otherwise, the
packet is dropped.

CTF and data can serve as suppression messages in
LPC. For example, when the neighbors of nodei and j
receive the CTF fromj, they immediately cancel their
timers because a next hop (nodej) has been elected. Since
the CTF fromj can only suppress its neighbors, duplicated
CTF messages may be generated from nodei’s neighbors

Figure 2. Finite state machine of LPC

which are out of nodej’s communication range. That
means duplicated CTFs may be received at nodei. If node
i sends the data before the second CTF is received, all its
neighbors are suppressed by the data message. If another
CTF is received before the data is sent, nodei omits this
CTF.

Although multiple CTF messages do not affect the next
hop selection, they may cause network congestion and
decrease network performance. The detailed analysis of
duplicate responses in CBF and LPC will be discussed in
Section4.4. In Section4.5, we will show how to reduce
duplicate CTFs by setting an appropriate timer.

4.2. State Machine

The whole process of control message exchange can be
better explained in a state machine transition diagram. As
shown in Figure2, when the system starts, all nodes are
in the IDLE mode. Depending on what type of message is
received, a node changes its mode as follows.

1. A node changes its mode from IDLE to SEND only
if it intends to send new data to a destination. In this case,
this node first sends a RTF message to its neighbors.

2. When the sender’s neighbors receive this RTF,
they enter the TIMER mode in which timers are set up
according to their DODs.

3. The node which is closest to the destination first times
out and sends a CTF message, i.e. it becomes the next hop.
After sending the CTF, it goes into the RECV mode and
wait for data packets.

4. When the sender receives the CTF, it unicasts the data
to the next hop and returns to IDLE mode.

5. If the next hop is not the destination, it enters the
SEND mode and keeps forwarding the data packet.

6. If the next hop is the destination, it delivers the
message and comes to IDLE.

7. It is possible that the next hop receives a duplicated
CTF from others, it simply drops the duplicated CTF.

8. Because other neighbors of the sender also receive
the RTF message, they set up timers as shown in Step 2.
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Figure 3. Dummy DOD selection on the current packet
forwarder

When they receive a CTF or data packet before their timers
expire, they cancel the timers because a better next hop
was selected. Therefore, they return to IDLE from TIMER
mode.

9. When a node is in IDLE mode and receives a CTF
or data packet, it will ignore those messages and remain in
IDLE mode.

4.3. Dummy DOD Selection

The DODxi in a RTF message may release the current
packet forwarder nodei’s real location. For example, the
adversary can draw a circle centered at the destination with
a radius ofxi. Nodei must be on this circle. If nodei has
two other packets with different destinations, another two
circles can be drawn. Then, the location of nodei can be
easily compute by triangulation algorithms.

To protect nodei’s location privacy, we use a dummy
DOD x̄i in RTFs, which hides nodei’s real location in an
area. The selection of dummy DOD is shown in Figure3.
First, a pointa is randomly chosen on the line between
node i and the destinationd if ia < R. Then, a pointb
which isR away froma can be found. Finally, the length
of segmentbd is considered the dummy DOD of node
i. A dummy DOD is only used when nodei is more
than2R away from the destination; otherwise, the dummy
DOD will be zero, which means pointb is located at the
destinationd. In summary, the dummy DOD̄xi can be
computed by the following equation:

x̄i =



xi − (1 + ρ) · R, xi > 2R
0, xi ≤ 2R

(2)

wherexi is nodei’s real DOD, ρ is a random number
within (0, 1). Sinceρ ∈ (0, 1), the difference between the
real and dummy DODs is(xi − x̄i) ∈ (R, 2R). In other
words, nodei’s location is hidden in the area enclosed by
the two dashed lines as shown in Figure3.

Because dummy DODs are used in RTFs, a neighbor
receiving these RTFs will have problems in setting its
timer. According to Equation1, if we simply substitute
xi by x̄i, the computed runtime may be a negative value

R

x1

x2

i

Duplicate node n2

Best suited node n1

Width of duplication area

Destination

Figure 4. Duplicate responses and the width of duplication area

which is not acceptable. To avoid this issue, we change
Equation1 to:

f(xk) =

(

T
“xk − x̄i

2R

”

, xk − x̄i < 2R

∞, xk − x̄i ≥ 2R
(3)

According to Equation2, xk − x̄i is equal toxk −
xi + (1 + ρ) ·R. Since nodei and k are neighbors,
xk − xi must be within(−R,R), i.e.xk − x̄i ∈ (0, 3R).
However, we are only interested in the nodes whose DODs
satisfy the conditionxk − x̄i ∈ (0, 2R). For those nodes
having xk − x̄i ∈ (2R, 3R), their DODs must be larger
thanxi becausexk − xi + (1 + ρ) ·R ∈ (2R, 3R) yields
xk − xi ∈ (0, 2R). Since those nodes do not make any
progress in forwarding packets to the destination, they
ought to be omitted in the next-hop selection process.
Therefore, those nodes will not have timers set up and
participate in the routing procedure.

4.4. Analysis of Duplicate Messages

As we discussed in Section4.2, a node sends a CTF to
suppress the timers on others. However, it is possible that
a neighbor times out right before it receives the CTF.
In other words, if the difference between timers are too
short, multiple CTF responses are generated. This problem
occurs in both CBF-AS and LPC.

As shown in Figure4, there is a best suited (next hop)
noden1 with a DODx1, and a duplicate noden2 which
is x2 from the destination. Withδ denoting the minimal
time required for a successful suppression, the width of
duplication are∆ is defined as

∆ = sup{|x2 − x1| : |f(x2) − f(x1)| < δ} (4)

So, if x1 is DOD of the best suited next hop for
any particular packet, then duplicate CTF packets will be
generated from all nodesj such thatxjleqxi + ∆; thus,
the smaller is the∆, the fewer is the number of duplicated
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packets and hence the better is the network performance.
According to the timer setting of CBF protocol, we have
∆ = δR

T
.

4.5. Timer Setting Strategy

According to Equation3, the timer on a node is a linearly
function of its DOD. Therefore, the timer’s difference is
proportional to the DOD’s difference. To achieve a larger
timer’s difference with the same DOD’s difference, we
need to change the timer setting function to:

f(x) = T
“x− x̄i

2R

”α

(5)

where x is the DOD of a receiver which receives a
CTF containing the dummy DOD̄xi. α ∈ (0, 1) is a
scaling factor which increases the value off(x) when it
decreases. With the scaling factorα, the functionf(x) is
still proportional (but not linearly) to the DODx. For the
same DOD’s difference∆ = x2 − x1, if x1 and x2 are
closer to the0 end, the timer’s differencef(x2) − f(x1)
will be bigger than when they are nearby the2R end.

Because duplicate messages are usually generated by
the nodes with smaller DODs (closer to0), Equation5
can increase timer differences and reduce the number of
duplicate messages. Another benefit of using Equation5
is that the width of duplication area is not fixed but
changeable by tuning the parameterα.

According to Equation5, if the difference between
any two DODs is very small, we have the following
approximation:

f(x2) − f(x1) ≈ (x2 − x1) ·
d

dx
f(x)

˛

˛

˛

˛

x=x1

(6)

taking derivative of the above approximation yields:

f(x2) − f(x1) ≈ (x2 − x1)
Tα

2R

“x1 − x̄i

2R

”α−1

(7)

giving

∆ ≈
2δR

αT

“x1 − x̄i

2R

”−α+1

(8)

The expression takes its largest value whenx1 − x̄i is
the largest. We have

x1 − x̄i = x1 − xi +R+ ρR ∈ [ρR, (1 + ρ)R] (9)

So the maximal ∆ is obtained whenx1 − x̄i =
max{(1 + ρ)R} = 2R, i.e. the upper bound of∆ is:

2

α
·
δR

T
(10)

From the above equation, we can see the duplication
area in LPC is at most2

α
times of that in CBF-AS. Because

duplication often occur on nodes withxk − xi ≈ −R, the
actual value of∆ in LPC can be expressed as:

2

α

“ρ

2

”−α+1

·
δR

T
(11)

Assumeα = 0.9, ρ = 0.1, the duplication area in LPC
is at most1.64 times of that in CBF-AS. Since duplicate
(CTF) messages are ignored by the current packet sender,
they may not drastically affect the network performance.
This speculation is also verified by simulation results.

5. ANALYSIS OF LOCATION PRIVACY
PROTECTION

The efficiency of a location privacy protection system
is usually evaluated by the hardness for an adversary to
attack the proposed system. The hardness is defined as
the entropy of an adversary correctly predicting all nodes’
locations. For example, if an adversary can accurately
predict each node’s location at any time (e.g. in GPSR),
the hardness of privacy attack is0.

5.1. Entropy Based Analysis of Location Privacy
Protection

To model the hardness for an adversary to attack the
location privacy of the whole system, we need to compute
the attack probability for every node in the networks. Not
only is the attack probability itself important but also
the distribution of the attack probability. For example,
if the attack probability for every vehicle is the same,
the entropy will be the largest and thus the highest
level of protection is achieved. Although it is expensive
for an adversary to apply advanced technologies (e.g.
fingerprinting and localization algorithms), we need to
consider this possibility as well.

As we described in previous sections, the location pri-
vacy of vehicles includes two types of information: node’s
identification and location. We claim that preservation of
both identification and location is necessary because it
is possible for the adversary to detect the node’s ID or
location through other techniques.

We first investigate how to compute the attack
probability for a node (or vehicle) in a network. To
compute this probability, we define two matricesIM(s, p)
andLM(s, p) which record the number of times that node
s appears at locationp. Without location protection, e.g.
in GPSR, there is only a1 in each row and column. In
other word, a node definitely appears at a certain location.
If location protection is applied, a node could be at several
locations and thus the adversary only predict the node’s
location probabilistically. Therefore, these matrices can be
considered snapshots of the networks which record the
possible locations of every node.

The matrix LM(s, p) is used when identification
detection technologies (e.g. fingerprinting) are available to
the adversary. If localization algorithms are available tothe
adversary,IM(s, p) will be used.

As shown in Figure5, the dimension denoted asI =
I0, I1, · · · , In records the IDs of all nodes in the network,
and the other dimensionL = L0, L1, · · · , Ln denotes the
possible locations of all nodes. The initial value of every
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Figure 5. Matrix recording possible identifications and locations
of nodes

entry inIM(s, p) andLM(s, p) is 0. It increases by1 if
the adversary captures a message indicating that nodeIi is
(probably) located atLj .

At a certain time instancet, the adversary may capture
many packets from concurrent communications in the
network. Let us look at one of them, the communication
between nodei andj as shown in Figure1. Nodei sends
a RTF including its dummy DOD to its neighbors. After
receiving this message, nodej replies a CTF containing a
pseudonym. Then, data is delivered fromi to j with the
pseudonym.

In the first step, nodei hides its true location in an area
using a dummy DOD. Since the dummy DOD is randomly
chosen, there may be other nearby nodes providing the
same DOD. Those nodes can be presented as:

χi = {k : xk ∈ (xi −R, xi +R)}, (k 6= i) (12)

where xk and xi are the DODs of nodek and i,
respectively. Without other information, the adversary
only knows that a node inχi sends the packet. So it
updatesLM(s, p) to LM(s, p) + 1 where p = Lk(k ∈
χi) because any nodek ∈ χi can send the same dummy
DOD. For example, suppose there are two noden1

and n2 in χi. The adversary only knows a message is
sent from locationL1, L2 or Li, but has no clue who
sent this packet. Therefore, the adversary node updates
LM(s, p) = LM(s, p) + 1 where p = L1, L2, Li and
s = I0, I1, · · · , In.

In the second step, nodej sends a randomly
chosen pseudonym in its CTF message. Because every
node can send the same pseudonym, the adversary
updates the matrix by changingIM(s, p) to IM(s, p) +
1 for all entries wheres = I0, I1, · · · , In and p =
L0, L1, · · · , Ln.

In the third step, since no identification or location
information is contained in data packets, the adversary

learns nothing from this packet. Therefore, we simply omit
this step in the analysis of location privacy protection.

If we look at the CBF-AS protocol, the current packet
forwarder i sends a RTF along with its location. The
next hopj sends a CTF with its ID. In the first step, we
setLM(s, p) = LM(s, p) + 1, wherep = Li, for every
s = I1, I2, · · · , In. In this case, the adversary node only
needs to predict from which node this message is sent. In
the second step, we setIM(s, p) = IM(s, p) + 1, where
s = Ij , for everyp = L1, L2, · · · , Ln. This is because the
adversary node only needs to predict where nodej is.

For the matrixM (either IM or LM ), the value of
M(s, p) records the number of times that nodes probably
appears at locationp. From this number, we can compute
the joint probability of nodes locating atp. In other words,
the attacking probability of nodei can be obtained by
normalizing the matrix.

P (s = Ii, p = Li) =
M(Ii, Li)
P

s,p

M(s, p)
(13)

This equation models the probability of the adversary
attacking the location privacy of nodei. For example,
if the adversary receives a RTF from nodei, the attack
probability for nodei will be 1/(|χi| + 1) where|χi| is
the cardinality ofχi. If the adversary receives a CTF from
nodej, since the pseudonym can be sent by other nodes,
the attack probability forj will be 1/|ψj | whereψj is the
set of nodes which can send the same pseudonym as node
j does. Usually, the size ofψj is equal ton+ 1 the number
of nodes in the network.

If the adversary node is able to detect a node’s
ID (through other advanced techniques), the conditional
probability of the nodei being located atLi will be:

P (p = Li|s = Ii) =
LM(Ii, Li)
P

p

M(Ii, p)
(14)

Therefore, the Shannon’s entropy required by the
adversary to correctly predict that nodei is located atLi

will be:

HL
i =

X

p

P (p|s = Ii) · log
1

P (p|s = Ii)
(15)

Similarly, if the adversary can detect a node’s
location through localization algorithms, the conditional
probability that the node at locationLi must beIi is:

P (s = Ii|p = Li) =
IM(Ii, Li)
P

s

M(s, Li)
(16)

So we can compute the entropy of predicting the node at
locationLi must beIi as:

HI
i =

X

s

P (s|p = Li) · log
1

P (s|p = Li)
(17)
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If the adversary can localize nodes in the network, the
hardness of predicting IDs will be the cumulative entropy:

EI =
X

HI
i , i = 0, 1, · · · , n (18)

where we assume the network events (e.g. sending RTF
message from different nodes) are independent to each
other. If these events are dependent to each other, we
can use the average entropy to model the hardness for
the adversary to predict IDs. This average entropy can be
computed as̄EI = EI/(n+ 1).

If the adversary is able to identify nodes, the uncertainty
of predicting the locations of nodes can be modeled as the
cumulative entropy:

EL =
X

HL
i , s = 0, 1, · · · , n (19)

where we also assume network events are independent to
each other. Similarly, when these events are dependent
on each other, the average entropyĒL = EL/(n+ 1) is
used.

As we described previously, it is expensive for the
adversary to identify or localize nodes in the network. We
consider the difficulty of enabling the identification and
localization functions in the adversary to beDI andDL,
respectively. Then, the hardness of the adversary attacking
the whole system is:

H(M) = min
“

DI + EL, DL + EI
”

(20)

whereEI andEL can be computed fromIM andLM
by Equation18 and 19, respectively. If no identification
or localization techniques are available to the adversary,
we haveDI = EI andDL = EL, which are the most
common case in reality.

The proposed analytical method relies on two matrices
IM and LM which model the hardness of predicting
identification and location, respectively. The update policy
of these two matrices should be changed accordingly
if new privacy protection scheme is applied. Because
Equation20 is still applicable, the proposed model can be
used to evaluate the location privacy protection of other
protocols as well.

5.2. Impact of Prior Knowledge

The proposed entropy based analysis assumes that the
adversary relies purely on communication packets to attack
the location privacy of vehicles in networks. However, the
location information of the adversary may be helpful in
localizing nodes. For instance, a captured RTF message
must be sent from a vehicle within the adversary’s
communication range. Therefore, the area in which the
vehicle is hidden is reduced, i.e.|χ| is smaller. Therefore,
the attack probability of this vehicle’s location privacy
becomes larger.

We define the information that helps the adversary
to identify or localize nodes as prior knowledge. The

easiest way for the adversary to gain prior knowledge
is analyzing the information provided in digital maps.
For example, using the pre-determined published public
transport timetable, the adversary can determine the route
and the timing of a city bus. Combing the location
information of the adversary, a bus’s location can be
restricted to a small area or a short road segment.
Therefore, the attack probability of this bus is drastically
increased.

On the other hand, the adversary may infer a vehicle’s
identification from existing location information. For
instance, in a rural area where everyone may own a house
with a parking space. Usually, the owner will park his/her
car in the garage, so the adversary can identify this car by
the location of this house which is provided in digital maps.
Furthermore, the house owner’s information may be found
by searching the local phone book.

There may be other types of prior knowledge used by
the adversary to attack the location privacy of vehicles. It
is impossible to name all of them, and the list is increasing
with the advance of new technologies. No matter what type
of prior knowledge is used by the adversary, the proposed
analytical model still works. The only change is that, with
prior knowledge, fewer entries in the matrices need to be
updated because the size ofχ andψ becomes smaller. The
worst case occurs whenχ = 1 andψ = 1 for all nodes in
networks, i.e. no protection is provided for any vehicle. In
that case, because the prior knowledge already releases the
location and identification information of all vehicles, itis
meaningless to investigate the location privacy any more.
As far as we know, no such prior knowledge is available
for the adversary in VANETs.

6. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

We implement the LPC protocol in ns-2.33 and compare
its network performance with the original geographic
routing protocols: GPSR and CBF-AS. To exam the
effectiveness of the location privacy protection in LPC,
we implement the identification protection scheme which
periodically changes the pseudonyms of nodes. By adding
this protecting mechanism, we generate another two
protocols: CBF-AS-ID and GPSR-ID.

Since the mobilities of vehicles in networks are impor-
tant in evaluating network performance and location pri-
vacy protections, we generate the movements of nodes
using VanetMobiSim [42]. The road topology in simula-
tions is imported from the TIGER (Topologically Inte-
grated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) database,
which is used by the United States Census Bureau to
describe land attributes of U.S. The road map is a
2000m × 2000m square area which centers at latitude:
42095405 and longitude: -72530684, and has 11 intersec-
tions and 25 road segments.

In simulations, different parameters are used to
evaluate the data delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, network
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throughput and location privacy protection of all routing
protocols. Details of the simulation setup parameters
are listed as follows: 1) the communication range is
250m, 2) α andρ are chosen from[0.1, 0.9], and 3) the
maximal one-hop delayT and suppression delayδ are
0.1s and 2µs, respectively. Since we are interested in
how different location privacy protection schemes affect
network performance, the impact of different error models
are not considered and evaluation in this paper. In each
simulation, source and destination nodes are randomly
selected from all nodes in networks. The simulation time
is 2000 seconds and each scenario is repeated20 times to
achieve a result with a high level of confidence.

6.1. Networking Effectiveness of LPC

Because LPC hides a vehicle’s true location in an area
when it forwards packets, it is extremely important to
know if the network performance is affected; if so, in
which direction is the impact and by how much. In the
simulations, we setα = 0.9 and ρ as a random number
from (0, 1). Different data sending rates (0.1 to 1 pkt/s)
are used and four protocols LPC, GPSR, CBF-AS, and
CBF-AS-ID are compared. Because the degraded network
performance of GPSR-ID has been verified in [8], we do
not represent the similar results in this work.

Since we are interested in how location privacy
protections affect network performance, the impact of
channel fading and errors are not evaluation in the
simulations. With lossy channels, more RTFs and CTFs are
expected to be lost, which will cause longer networking
delay and network congestion. In addition, the loss of
CTF is more critical than RTF since CTF is considered
a suppression signal for others to cancel their timers,
which may cause more duplicate CTFs in LPC. Although
duplicate CTFs could be handled well by the current
data forwarder, more duplicate CTFs could potential cause
network congestion, and thus affect the effective delivery
of RTF and DATA messages.

6.1.1. Data Delivery Ratio
Data delivery ratio is defined as the number of packets

received at the destination divided by the number of
packets sent from the source. As shown in Figure6,
LPC delivers almost the same number of packets as CBF-
AS does. In GPSR, every node selects the next hop
based on the stored neighbors’ information obtained from
beacon messages. Such information may contain out-of-
date neighbors, so packets may be sent to the next hop
which moved out of the communication range. Although
the CBF-AS-ID periodically changes nodes’ pseudonyms,
its data delivery ratio is similar to CBF-AS. Because the
time difference between a packet being delivered and a
CTF being sent is very small, there is no chance for the
next hop to change its pseudonym. Therefore, no packet is
dropped because nodes change their pseudonyms.
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Figure 6. Data delivery ratio vs data sending rate
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Figure 7. End-to-end delay vs data sending rate

6.1.2. End-to-end Delay
The end-to-end delay is defined as the average time for a

packet to be transmitted from the source to the destination.
As shown in Figure7, GPSR gives the smallest end-to-end
delay because there is no delay in selecting every next hop.
However, in LPC, CBF-AS and CBF-AS-ID, after a node
sends a RTF message, its neighbors compete with each
other by setting different timers, which causes delays.

According to Equation5, the timer on every elected
next hop in LPC is larger than that in CBF-AS. Therefore,
the end-to-end delay of LPC is larger than CBF-AS and
CBF-AS-ID due to its longer single-hop delay. The end-
to-end delay of LPC can be further reduced using a smaller
maximal one-hop delayT with an appropriateα.

6.1.3. Network Throughput and Overhead
Network throughput is defined as the number of packets

delivered to the destination every second. The network
throughput of all protocols increase as the data sending rate
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increases, and do not show differences between different
approaches. Since network congestion is not significant in
the simulations, the higher the delivery ratio, the larger the
throughput.

Although the network throughputs of different protocols
are similar, their networking overheads could be signifi-
cantly different. Broadcasting beacon messages is consid-
ered the largest overhead of GPSR. In GPSR, each node
periodically sends location and ID to its one-hop neighbors
even though it is not, or will not be, participating any
routing activities. In other words, the overhead of GPRS
highly depends on the number of nodes in networks and
the broadcasting interval of beacon messages. On the other
hand, the overheads of CBF-AS and LPC are determined
by the number of packets being forwarded within the
network, i.e. higher the volume of network traffic, larger
the overhead. Therefore, the overheads of GPSR, CBF-AS
and LPC could be quite different depending on the number
of nodes, beacon interval and network traffic. In terms of
communication overhead, CBF-AS and LPC are similar
although larger computation overhead is expected on the
LPC front. In summary, LPC does not add significant extra
communication overhead comparing to CBF-AS.

The computation overhead brought by LPC is bigger
than its competitors. According to Equation2, the LPC
protocol needs to compute a dummy DOD for every packet
being forwarded. To guarantee randomness in computed
dummy DODs, a random number generator is also needed
on each node. According to Equation5, to set up a
timer in LPC, exponentiation operations are required to
compute the value ofT

`

x−x̄i

2R

´α
, which needs more

CPU cycles. However, because large computation and
processing capacities are expected on regular vehicles, the
extra computation overhead added will not degrade LPC’s
performance.

6.2. Impact of Different Parameters

In LPC, there are two important parametersρ andα which
control the randomness of dummy DODs and the number
of duplicate messages. By default, LPC uses randomρ to
choose dummy DODs, but we use fixedρ to investigate
how it affects network performance. In addition, we need
to investigate the impact of differentα on the performance
of LPC.

As shown in Figure8 and9, when theρ increases from
0.1 to 0.9, the data delivery ratio of LPC decreases but
the end-to-end delay increases. Whenρ becomes larger,
the timer on every next hop runs longer, and thus the end-
to-end delay increases. Due to the delay at each hop, the
network becomes more congested so the data delivery ratio
drops. This phenomena can be seen in Figure6 where
the delivery ratio decreases when the data sending rate
increases.

Whenα increases, the network performance becomes
better in terms of higher delivery ratios and lower delays.
Similar to the parameterρ, whenα becomes larger, the
timer on every next hop becomes shorter, so the network
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Figure 8. Data delivery ratio vs different settings of ρ and α
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Figure 9. End-to-end delay vs different settings of ρ and α

performance is improved. The parameterα becomes more
significant when the maximal one-hop delayT becomes
smaller. For example, whenT = 0.05s, we need to set
α > 0.4 to obtain an acceptable network performance.
Due to the space limit, we do not show the relevant results.

6.3. Impact of Network Density

Besides the two scaling factorsρ andα, network density
also plays an important rule in evaluating network
performance. As shown in Figure10 and 11, when the
number of nodes increases, the data delivery ratio increases
drastically. Because better next hops can be selected as
more nodes are involved in next-hop elections, the delivery
ratio of LPC increases. When network is sparse (e.g. 70
nodes), the performance of different strategies are quite
different; however, they becomes similar when network
becomes dense (e.g. 170 nodes). When network density
is higher, it is likely that the chosen next-hop is closer
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Figure 10. Data delivery ratio vs number of nodes
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Figure 11. End-to-end delay vs number of nodes

to the destination, i.e.
`

x−x̄i

2R

´

gets close to0. In this
case, the duplication areas of variousα are almost the
same. If

`

x−x̄i

2R

´

approaches to1, i.e. sparse networks, the
duplication area ofα = 0.1 is much larger thanα = 0.9.

The end-to-end delay slightly increases when the
network density increases. In ad hoc networks, end-to-
end delay highly depends on the number of hops. Because
the number of hops of LPC does not change much when
the network becomes denser, the end-to-end delay just
increases a little.

6.4. Location Privacy Protection

According to Equation20, the hardness for an adversary
to attack the location privacy of different protocols can
be computed. As shown in TableI, assuming no prior
knowledge, the attack hardness of GPSR, GPSR-ID, CBF-
AS, CBF-AS-ID and LPC (with1pkt/s data sending rate)
are0, 243, 305, 531, and1320, respectively. We note that

the hardness of LPC is about2.5 times of the second best
protocol CBF-AS-ID.

In GPSR, every node periodically broadcasts its location
and ID information, so the adversary node eavesdropping
these data can easily compute the matricesIM andLM .
Suppose no identification and localization technologies
are available on the adversary node,M = IM = LM
becomes an identity matrix in which all elements on the
main diagonal are equal to 1 and all other elements are
equal to 0. With this identity matrix, the adversary can
certainly compute the location of any node at anytime.
Therefore, the entropy of attacking the location privacy of
vehicles in GPSR is 0.

In CBF-AS, each packet forwarder sends its location
(no ID) in RTFs, and every self-elected next hop sends
its ID (no location) in CTFs. If the adversary overhears
a RTF message, it knows a node is communicating from
a certain location (e.g.Li), but does not know who is
sending this message. Therefore, it addsn 1s into the
ith column of matrixM . Similarly, when a CTF message
(e.g. from nodej) is overheard, the adversary addn
1s into thejth row of M . Therefore, some degree of
location privacy protection is achieved in CBF-AS. Since
the CBF-AS-ID periodically changes node pseudonyms,
vehicle identification information are hidden. That is
why CBF-AS-ID gives a higher level of location privacy
protection than CBF-AS. Similarly, GPSR-ID achieves a
better privacy protection than GPSR.

In LPC, dummy DODs and pseudonyms are used in
RTFs and CTFs, respectively. Even though the adversary
eavesdrops a RTF, it does not know where exactly it comes
from and has no idea of who is actually sending it. Instead,
it could only estimate that the message is sent from a
certain area (due to the computation of dummy DOD), it
will then update several columns inM which correspond
to the locations with the area. While a CTF is overheard,
the adversary needs to update all rows inM because it
does not know whoever and wherever the message is being
sent. Therefore, LPC provides the best location privacy
protection.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The major contribution of this paper is a protocol that lets
users benefit from location-based geographic routing while
at the same time retain their location privacy. Although
LPC is designed for VANETs, it can be easily generalized
and used in any other types of mobile ad hoc networks.
By changing the values ofρ andα, the level of location
privacy protection and the number of duplicate responses
can be easily tuned. This is a unique feature which makes
LPC suitable for different network settings.

In future, we will replace the RTF/CTF by the RTS/CTS
messages because the current active selections of next hops
generate too much overhead. Some new information (e.g.
packet sequence number, destination location, dummy
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Table I. Hardness of attacking location privacy by the adversary

λ (pkt/s) LPC CBF-AS-ID CBF-AS GPSR-ID GPSR

0.10 1320 531.02 305.32 243.14 0
0.20 1321 531.24 305.32 243.25 0
0.25 1322 531.62 305.32 243.25 0
0.33 1320 531.65 305.15 243.15 0
0.50 1320 531.55 305.21 243.15 0
0.67 1320 531.65 305.62 243.25 0
0.80 1320 531.64 305.62 243.22 0
1.00 1320 531.62 305.36 232.55 0

IDs) will be added to current RTS/CTS packets. The
small modifications can be easily implemented in the IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol. Moreover, as geographic routing
is widely used in pervasive computing, LPC can be also
applied to the applications in pervasive computing to
achieve better location privacy protections.
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